Proposal to amend ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRE/2010/07

The text reproduced below was prepared by the experts from Austria to clarify the existing proposal from GTB. The modifications to the existing proposal are marked in **bold** characters.

A. PROPOSAL

Insert a new paragraph 5.2.1., to read:

"5.2.1. The special warning lamp shall be powered directly from the voltage supply network of the vehicle by **direct connection or usual connectors** (e.g. cigarette lighter plug)."

B. JUSTIFICATION

This is a clarification to working documents GRE/2010/07. The fear of the Austrian delegation is that with the current text in GRE/2010/07 the use of special warning lamps which are removeable and connected to e.g. the cigarette lighter plug could be forbidden.
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